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Exuberantly coloured artwork and favourite animals make this rhythmic story the perfect introduction to looking and learning about
colours. Each spread leads seamlessly into the next and young children will delight in Eric's colourful collage animals and simple
repetitive language.
The author recalls experiences from his childhood in Germany and his later life in the United States, all in some way connected
with various animals.
Thirty-five years after their first groundbreaking collaboration, the creators of "Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?" and
"Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You Hear?" reunite to address the important topic of animal conservation. A Bald Eagle soars, a
Spider Monkey swings, a Macaroni Penguin struts, and a Red Wolf sneaks through Bill Martin Jr's rhythmic text and Eric Carle's
vibrant images, and all are watched over by our best hope for the future - a dreaming child.
The author and illustrator team behind the classic Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What do you see? turn their extraordinary talents to
the theme of animal conservation. Thirty-five years after their first groundbreaking collaboration, the creators of Brown Bear,
Brown Bear, What Do You See? and Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You Hear? reunite to address the important topic of animal
conservation. A Bald Eagle soars, a Spider Monkey swings, a Macaroni Penguin struts, and a Red Wolf sneaks through Bill Martin
Jr's rhythmic text and Eric Carle's vibrant images, and all are watched over by our best hope for the future-a dreaming child.
It's Halloween. The trees are ablaze in fiery reds. Excited children don colorful costumes. And there's mystery and fun around
every corner! When Addy, Michael, and Karl finish trick-or-treating, their bags are brimming with treats. But the fun isn't over yet.
Their good friend Stillwater the panda has one more special surprise in store for them. A mysterious visitor is about to tell them a
spine-tingling story --- one that will fill each and every reader with wonder.
With an adorable animal on each fingertip and a board book attached to the palm, this soft hand-puppet is an easy way to read
and play with your baby.
'Imani the tiny' the children tease her, but this young Maasai girl is determined to touch the moon. Her mother shares stories of
others who have overcome challenges and managed great accomplishments always reminding Imani that 'it is only you who must
believe.' This magical tale, with roots in the tradition of the adumu, a cultural jumping dance, is one strong and spirited girl's
thrilling story.
A little polar bear wonders what?s beyond his wintry world?and when he falls over the edge of an ice cliff, he finds out! He?s soon
befriended by a panda who mistakes the mud-covered polar bear for one of his own. The two become quick pals. But what
happens when the polar bear?s muddy splotches wash off? Will the two bears stay friends? From the much lauded author of Be
Gentle with the Dog, Dear! comes a clever take on a timeless theme. With plenty of heart and humor?plus a gratifying surprise
ending?kids are sure to flip back to the beginning for more.
A Kids Book About Pandas This book about the Giant Panda was written for children from 5 to 12 years of age. Due to the detailed
nature of animal life, it is appropriate to be read by an adult to younger children. The Giant Panda is a fascinating creature that has
captured the world's heart as it struggles near the brink of extinction. Learn about its unique habitat and find out answers to the
following questions: Where are pandas normally found in the wild? How do the panda's eyes differ from other bears? What types
of food does the panda eat? Does the panda eat any meat? How nutritious is the food that pandas eat? How many cubs can a
mother panda raise at a time? Does the father panda help with raising the cub? Are pandas territorial? How many cubs can a
mother panda have in her lifetime? How often can she give birth? How does the panda eat? Why are pandas shaped the way they
are? Why are panda heads round? What does the panda spend most of its time doing? What do baby pandas look like when they
are first born? How big do pandas get? How heavy do pandas weigh? How long do panda live in the wild and in captivity? Does
the Giant Panda belong in the bear family or the raccoon family? Why is the panda on the endangered species list? How is
mankind helping to increase the panda's numbers? How does the birth rate affect the number of pandas? Find out the answers to
the above questions and much more. This book contains over 40 amazing and descriptive pictures of the beautiful Giant Panda.
Download the book now to learn all about the Giant Panda Bear. (book for kids, pandas, panda books, panda bear, giant panda
books)
Describes the changing sounds of the rain, the slow soft sprinkle, the drip-drop tinkle, the sounding pounding roaring rain, and the
fresh wet silent after-time of rain.
It's Little Frog's birthday, and Mama Frog gets a big surprise when the guests show up for his party -- all the animals are the wrong
color! Little Frog tells her she's not looking long enough, and he's right.
This coloring book for grown-ups is a brilliant way to relax and de-stress. With 30 hand drawn Panda coloring pages with a range
of designs varying in difficulty, this book is a great gift for yourself or any Panda lover you may know. The pages in this coloring
therapy book can also be easily removed, so you can frame your finished panda images once you have completed them. This
coloring book was designed with stres relief for adults in mind, but is suitable for people of all ages.
Eric Carle's Brown Bear and Friends Pocket Chart Game cards measure 4" x 2.75" each in order to fit standard pocket charts and
the set includes: -- *42 Brown Bear, Brown Bear cards *43 Polar Bear, Polar Bear cards *43 Panda Bear, Panda Bear cards *33
Baby Bear, Baby Bear cards *1 blank card *Colored and titled card backs for ease of organization *A resource guide --(TM) & (C)
2011 Eric Carle LLC. Licensed by Chorion Rights Limited.
Pictures and rhyming text present some of the many extraordinary things bears can do. Includes facts about bears as well as
related websites.
Describes how panda cubs stay close to their mothers who feed them and keep them safe, but also like to roll around in the grass
and munch on bamboo.
Panda Bear, Panda Bear, what Do You See?
Depicts in words and pictures the unforgettable childhood thrill of riding on an old-fashioned merry-go-round.
Bill Martin Jr. is the beloved author whose books have sold more than 12 million copies, including the classics Brown Bear, Brown
Bear, What Do You See?; Chicka Chicka, Boom Boom; and Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You Hear? His classic book Brown
Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? is read by millions of children around the world. Now, best-selling author Bill Martin Jr. has
teamed with Michael Sampson to introduce your kids to the great heroes of the Bible.
Meet Dot and Beau-twin panda toddlers who love to learn, play, and explore the world! This adorable board book introduces
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kiddos to a diverse range of animals and the sounds they make told in lively, bold illustrations and simple text perfect for keeping
little ones engaged and entertained. A perfect first library addition! Encourages confidence and self-expression Helps kiddos
identify animal sounds with corresponding animal Playful introduction to early learning concepts Bold pictures and simple text
perfect for keeping little ones engaged and entertained Collect all four books in the Panda Panda series! A must for panda fans!
Poppy the Pooting Panda is a normal panda except she has an exceptionally large amount of gas. My name is Poppy the Pooting
Panda. I like to think I'm pretty smart. Though every time I try to eat, I poot and toot and fart. I love bamboo shoots, It is my favorite
food. But pooting while you're eating Is often seen as rude. Check out all the Farting adventures books: Fairy the Farting Unicorn
Roses are Red, and I'm Farting Fred Farting Without You is Like Pete the Pooting Pufferfish Taylor the Tooting Turkey Frank the
Farting Flamingo Fritz the Farting Reindeer Artsy Fartsy the Farting Penguin Share this farting tale with loved ones. Adults are
permitted to laugh too. Perfect for ages 0-100+!
Children do not become artists overnight. There are a number of different things which help them improve their drawing skills.
Without practice, they will not improve. Without dedication, their technique will not develop. And without a simple, step-by-step
guide like this one, which is designed to make drawing fun, they will not be passionate.One important thing to remember is that no
child will create perfect sketches. When we are younger, it is in our nature to be messy and to experiment as we learn. This means
that as a parent or guardian, teaching your children to draw requires a lot of patience.It is likely that your children will want to
produce quality drawings straight away and may become frustrated when they cannot do this as well as you can. This is why
having a guide such as this one is so important. It teaches kids that learning to draw does not happen at once
All of the animals are afraid of the Selfish Crocodile - he never let's them into his river, and he's always so snappy! And so when
the Selfish Crocodile finds himself in terrible pain, no-one wants to help him - after all, what if he gobbles them up? But, to
everyone's surprise, there is one animal in the forest who is willing to help . . . A brilliant tale of friendship, The Selfish Crocodile
has become a picture book classic.
Here is the astonishing true story of Ruth Harkness, the Manhattan bohemian socialite who, against all but impossible odds,
trekked to Tibet in 1936 to capture the most mysterious animal of the day: a bear that had for countless centuries lived in secret in
the labyrinth of lonely cold mountains. In The Lady and the Panda, Vicki Constantine Croke gives us the remarkable account of
Ruth Harkness and her extraordinary journey, and restores Harkness to her rightful place along with Sacajawea, Nellie Bly, and
Amelia Earhart as one of the great woman adventurers of all time. Ruth was the toast of 1930s New York, a dress designer newly
married to a wealthy adventurer, Bill Harkness. Just weeks after their wedding, however, Bill decamped for China in hopes of
becoming the first Westerner to capture a giant panda–an expedition on which many had embarked and failed miserably. Bill was
also to fail in his quest, dying horribly alone in China and leaving his widow heartbroken and adrift. And so Ruth made the fateful
decision to adopt her husband’s dream as her own and set off on the adventure of a lifetime. It was not easy. Indeed, everything
was against Ruth Harkness. In decadent Shanghai, the exclusive fraternity of white male explorers patronized her, scorned her,
and joked about her softness, her lack of experience and money. But Ruth ignored them, organizing, outfitting, and leading a barebones campaign into the majestic but treacherous hinterlands where China borders Tibet. As her partner she chose Quentin
Young, a twenty-two-year-old Chinese explorer as unconventional as she was, who would join her in a romance as torrid as it was
taboo. Traveling across some of the toughest terrain in the world–nearly impenetrable bamboo forests, slick and perilous mountain
slopes, and boulder-strewn passages–the team raced against a traitorous rival, and was constantly threatened by hordes of
bandits and hostile natives. The voyage took months to complete and cost Ruth everything she had. But when, almost
miraculously, she returned from her journey with a baby panda named Su Lin in her arms, the story became an international
sensation and made the front pages of newspapers around the world. No animal in history had gotten such attention. And Ruth
Harkness became a hero. Drawing extensively on American and Chinese sources, including diaries, scores of interviews, and
previously unseen intimate letters from Ruth Harkness, Vicki Constantine Croke has fashioned a captivating and richly textured
narrative about a woman ahead of her time. Part Myrna Loy, part Jane Goodall, by turns wisecracking and poetic, practical and
spiritual, Ruth Harkness is a trailblazing figure. And her story makes for an unforgettable, deeply moving adventure.
Zoo animals from polar bear to walrus make their distinctive sounds for each other, while children imitate the sounds for the
zookeeper.

Unable to sleep on the night of a full moon, a young boy follows the sound of music across the fields and finds an
unusual barn dance in progress.
This ebook includes audio narration. The publication of Panda Bear, Panda Bear, What Do You See? and Baby Bear,
Baby Bear, What Do You See? completes the bear book beginning reader series. Now, children can read all four books
on their own in this special format. With the important pre-reading concepts of rhyme, rhythm, and repetition, these
picture books have long been used as beginning readers. The new 6 x 9 trim and classic beginning reader layout create
a more "grown up" version to read by themselves. Complete with a letter from master educator Laura Robb, and with fun
reading activities added, these new versions of Panda Bear, Panda Bear, What Do You See? and Baby Bear, Baby Bear,
What Do You See? are certain to appeal to a new age group and find an even wider audience. Narrated by Gwyneth
Paltrow
Young readers can slide back panels to match animals with their close-up pictures, colors, babies, and names. On board
pages.
"Celebrating 50 colorful years with Brown Bear."
“Noah was a righteous man,” says Isaac Bashevis Singer, so he and his family were to be saved from the flood. But
rumor had it that only the best of all living creatures were to be taken aboard the Ark with Noah. In Why Noah Chose the
Dove, a fresh and lively approach to the age-old account, Isaac Bashevis Singer sets down the dialogue of the animals
as they vie with one another for a place on the Ark.
The creators of the children's classic Brown Bear, Brown, What Do You See? team up again in this special book about a
very important topic - endangered animals. A bald eagle soars, a spider monkey swings, a macaroni penguin struts and a
red wolf sneaks through Bill Martin Jr's rhythmic text and Eric Carle's vibrant images, and all are watched over by our
best hope for the future - a dreaming child.
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Illustrations and rhyming text present ten different endangered animals.
beautiful drawings of panda bear for coloring both children and adults. Enjoy coloring with your children these wonderful
panda bears, happy coloring.
"Celebrating 50 colorful years with Brown Bear"--Cover.
A bilingual English and Spanish board book edition of Bill Martin and Eric Carle's classic picture book Baby Bear, Baby
Bear, What Do You See? / Oso bebé, oso bebé, ¿qué ves ahí? Baby Bear, Baby Bear, What Do You See? is the final
collaboration from this bestselling author-illustrator team. Young readers will enjoy Baby Bear's quest to find Mama, and
they'll revel in identifying each of the native North American animals that appear along the way. The central focus on the
special bond between Mama and baby makes a fitting finale to a beloved series. Oso bebé, oso bebé, ¿qué ves ahí? es
la última colaboración del equipo autor-ilustrado más vendido. Los lectores jóvenes disfrutarán la aventura de Oso Bebé
en búsqueda de Mamá, y se divertirán identificando cada uno de los animales nativos a Norte América que aparecen en
el camino. El enfoque en la conexión especial entre Mamá y bebé hacen de este libro un final perfecto para una serie tan
adorada.
Panda Bear's ability to keep a secret helps to give his mother a happy surprise one special day.
Walking down a dark lonely road on an errand one night, a brother and sister argue over who is afraid of the dread GhostEye tree.
Meet Spike, a lovable monster—and a real-life salamander—who’s looking for friends in this lively eBook with audio that
includes Spanish vocabulary. Spike is a scary-looking salamander who keeps trying to frighten other animals—until he
finds that using fear is not the best way to make friends. And since Spike lives in Mexico (he is an endangered species
called the axolotl), this story is peppered with easy-to-understand Spanish words. In addition to a charming tale of
friendship, this picture book contains nonfiction information about the axolotl and a Spanish/English glossary.
Explore colors with Bear in the first of a new concept picture book series from the New York Times bestselling creators of
Bear Snores On. Colors, colors everywhere! Can you find colors just like Bear? Karma Wilson’s playful text and Jane
Chapman’s adorable illustrations creatively introduce colors to the youngest Bear fans, who will delight in discovering a
rainbow of fun.
In illustrations and simple text, describes the first weeks in the life of a panda living in the bamboo forest with its mother.
Includes facts about pandas.
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